
Prestigious Museum of the Bible in Washington, D.C. Plans High-Tech Shroud 
Exhibit  

Here is some groundbreaking Shroud news: 

On April 23, the following announcement was made from the podium at the National 
Catholic Prayer Breakfast in Washington, D.C.: 

“The Museum of the Bible is excited to propose a groundbreaking, high-tech, innovative 
exhibition about the Shroud of Turin with a mission to explore its history, mysteries, 
facets, and themes by utilizing state-of-the-art imaginative displays.” 

The operative phrase is “excited to propose.”  

In order for the Museum to produce what will be the most creative, high-tech Shroud 
exhibition the world has ever seen, it will need to raise at least $2 million. 

News of the proposed exhibit first appeared on Townhall in a piece by Myra Adams that 
was later picked-up by Aleteia. 

My regular readers know that I am a long-time writer and proponent of the Shroud of 
Turin, with numerous articles posted on leading national secular websites. 

Over the past year, SignFromGod.org, the Shroud educational/evangelization ministry I 
founded in 2018 with leading Shroud experts, has been in discussions with the Museum 
of the Bible about the merits of a Shroud exhibition utilizing the most innovative display 
technology — a hallmark of this prestigious state-of-the-art facility. 

Since the 430,000-square-foot museum opened in November 2017 — Washington 
D.C.’s third largest and situated four blocks from the Capitol —  it has joined the city’s 
pantheon of great repositories of history and culture, receiving a top 4.5-star rating out 
of 5 from TripAdvisor. 

Pending funding, the Shroud exhibit is targeted to open in January 2021 and run 
through June with proposed pre-exhibit events later this year and next featuring leading 
speakers on the burial cloth. At the Museum of the Bible’s successful Shroud exhibition 
kick-off reception after the Prayer Breakfast on April 23, renowned expert Russ Breault 
wowed the crowd.  

Moreover — and again, pending funding — the Museum is considering making portions 
of the Shroud exhibition part of its permanent collection while the rest travels. 

We are soliciting support from the national and international Shroud community 
to help bring this extraordinary exhibition to life. All our efforts on behalf of the 
Shroud will be enhanced by the attention this unique exhibit will attract. 

To donate: https://www.museumofthebible.org/shroud-of-turin 
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